Eligibility


Junior faculty members at universities teaching courses in International
Relations, Defence and Strategic Studies, Political Science and related issues.



M.Phil and Ph.D. Research Scholars working on topics under the broad discipline
of International Relations, Defence and Strategic Studies and related issues.



Researchers working with Think-Tanks and Research Institutions



Journalists from English and Vernacular languages covering International
Relations and Defence Issues.

How to Apply
Candidates should apply only through email with the following information
attached as PDF files.

About the Workshop
The workshop on strategic issues for Young Scholars is jointly organized by Centre
for Security Studies, School of International Studies, Central University of Gujarat,
Gandhinagar and Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, Washington D.C
The primary objective of the workshop is capacity-building in the next generation
of scholars in the field of International Relations and Strategic Studies.



Successful applicants will be provided travel assistance by Train (3AC) and
accommodation and food for the duration of the workshop.



Short Curriculum Vitae (2 pages) with (a) Educational Qualifications,
(b) Important Publications, (c) Current and Past Affiliations, (d) Date of Birth and
(e) Contact Details.



Statement of Purpose (1 page) explaining why you would like to attend the
workshop.

Workshop Faculty



Short Original Writing Sample (1 page) on an issue relevant to the Workshop.
Plagiarized samples will be summarily rejected.

The workshop will draw faculty members from various academic institutions,
think tanks and scientific and R&D institutions based in India.



The deadline for sending your application is October 13, 2017.



The applications must be sent only by email addressed to Dr. Arun Vishwanathan
<cugysw17@gmail.com>.



Successful candidates will be informed latest by October 16, 2017.

YOUR LOGO HERE

Debates on international relations and strategic issues in India have largely been
based and been Delhi centric. This workshop seeks to selected about 25-30 young
research scholars and academics from all over India and bring them together for
this workshop in Gandhinagar, Gujarat.

In order for the students to get exposed to national security decision-making, we
propose to reach out to the members of the Indian diplomatic corps and
members of the national security establishment to deliver lectures the
participants of the workshop. Members from the Carnegie Institute for
International Peace, Washington D.C. will also be delivering lectures to the
participants.

